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Loss Control Insights 
     Driver Selection and Qualifications 

 
Vehicle crashes are among the most prominent exposures many organizations face. Whether you operate a 
large fleet of vehicles or have a few employees who occasionally drive their own or rented vehicles for work, 
vehicle crashes can be the source of significant losses, including employee injuries, equipment and property 
damage, liability claims, business disruption, damaged customer relations and more.  

Having a formal driver applicant screening process and qualification standards for all your employees who 
drive is important to help protect your organization. These are essential steps toward ensuring your 
employees are experienced, skilled, safe drivers.  

Step 1: Create a Driver Applicant Screening Process  

This can help you ensure the new employees you hire are safe, experienced drivers. The following Model 
Driver Applicant Screening Procedures can assist you in this process.  

If you operate regulated commercial vehicles, refer to applicable state, national or provincial commercial 
vehicle regulations for specific requirements.  

Model Driver Applicant Screening Procedures 

Employment 
Background 
Investigation  

Require applicants to provide at least a 3-year employment history that includes work 
history, driving experience, training and safety performance (including moving 
violations/convictions, accidents, and license disqualifications). Contact the applicant’s 
previous employers to verify this information.  

For regulated commercial vehicles, background check requirements may extend 
beyond a 3-year history and include additional information, such as drug and alcohol 
testing records. Check with your commercial vehicle regulatory agency for specific 
requirements.  

Driving History 
Check  

Review the applicant’s driving record to verify the individual has an acceptable safe 
driving history during the past 3 years. Use an official driving record provided by your 
state, province or national driver licensing agencies. Refer to the Model Driver 
Qualification Standards on page 2 for recommended criteria.  

Pre-Employment 
Screening 
Program (PSP)  

In the United States, for drivers who have been employed as commercial truck and bus 
operators, use the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s Pre-Employment 
Screening Program (PSP) to investigate the applicant’s roadside inspection and 
accident history. Reports are available for a nominal fee through the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration’s PSP Program.  
 

Interview  

If applicants are applying for positions that include driving your vehicles, or 
personal/rented vehicles, for work, ask about their past driving history. An interview 
provides an opportunity to ask open-ended questions about the applicant’s driving 
record and experience. If the applicant’s driving history includes violations or accidents, 
this is a good time to learn the details.  

Road Test 
Evaluation  

Conduct and document a road test to verify the driver’s ability to handle the vehicle 
safely and is attentive to safe driving techniques. Use a vehicle that matches what the 
driver will be operating during their employment.  

Check with your commercial vehicle regulatory agency for specific road test 
requirements for commercial vehicle drivers.  



 

 

 

Drug and Alcohol 
Testing  

It is critical not to employ anyone who uses controlled substances if they will be driving. 
Pre-employment drug testing can help you identify applicants who engage in drug use.  

Pre-employment drug testing may be required for regulated commercial vehicle drivers. 
Check with your human resources department and the appropriate regulatory agencies 
to ensure you are complying with these rules.  

Step 2: Establish Effective Driver Qualification Standards  

This is important to ensure both applicants and current employees meet your organization’s experience, skill 
and safe driving history requirements. The following Model Driver Qualification Standards describe 
industry best practices. Only those applicants and current employees who meet your driver qualification 
standards should be permitted to operate vehicles for work.  

If you operate regulated commercial vehicles, refer to applicable state, national or provincial commercial 
vehicle regulations for specific requirements.  

Model Driver Qualification Standards 

 
Driving Experience For autos, SUVs, pickups and other small vehicles, select drivers who have at least 

one year of previous verifiable experience operating a similar vehicle. 

For large vehicles, commercial vehicles and specialized operations, such as 
towing, passenger transportation, combination vehicles, oversized vehicle/cargo, 
hazardous materials and bulk tank trailers, require at least two years of previous 
vehicle-specific experienced and training. 

Require prior experience when existing employees change job roles that may 
require operating different types of vehicles. 

Licensing 

 

Verify that all employees who drive possess a valid license for the types of vehicle 
they will be operating. For large commercial trucks and buses, ensure the driver 
has all necessary endorsements and no license restrictions that limit their ability to 
operate the vehicle. 

Verify license credentials annually for all employees who drive. 

Vehicle Violations 
Accidents 

 and  

Safety 
Performance 

 

Review the driving record and previous employment history of all applicants to 
verify individuals have an acceptable safe driving history during the past 3 years. 

For existing employees, review driving records and safety performance at least 
annually (more frequently for drivers with marginal safety records) to verify they 
continue to have an acceptable safe driving record. 

Ensure applicants and existing employees who drive meet the following minimum 
standards: 

No more than 3 minor moving violations/convictions or minor preventable accidents 
during the past 3 years. 

Physical 
Qualifications 

 

Ensure all applicants and existing employees who drive have no physical limitations 
or use medications that might hinder their ability to operate vehicles safely. 

Driver medical certification may be required for large commercial vehicle operators. 
Verify these drivers have the necessary medical examination certifications (or 
medical waivers, if applicable). Verify and document medical certification renewals 
for existing employees. 



 

 

 

(Note: Municipal Entities are exempt for the driver medical certification in 
Pennsylvania). 

Drug and Alcohol 
Testing 

 

Establish a drug and alcohol testing program for existing employees who operate 
vehicles for work. Include in the program formal procedures for random, reasonable 
suspicion, post-accident and follow- up testing. A no-tolerance policy for positive 
tests is recommended. 

Additional Clearinghouse Information - Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse  

 


